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What do you think are the big questions to be answered next in your field? Neuroscience is still a young science. We have made staggering progress since the inception of the field. The methodological advances are relentless. Still, we are only at the beginning. At the theoretical level, we are somewhere between an Aristotelian and a Newtonian age, moving from description to quantification of intuitive views of how the brain works. I expect that things will have to go weird before we really break ground and develop sophisticated theories that explain the fundamentals of how the brain codes and transforms information to guide adaptive behavior. All the big questions may be up for grabs.
To tackle your favorite research question, is there a tool that either needs to be developed or is currently available that could be implemented in a novel way? Over my career, I danced around the absence of the tool to study brain function as I would have liked. What I really wanted was a tool to image electrical signals moving through microcircuits and in cell assembles in order to extract the algorithms for circuit-level computation. Instead, I recorded multi-unit activity in animal models (undergraduate), used voltage clamping to study plasticity in slices, and measured event-related potentials intracranially and non-invasively (graduate school) until I made peace with studying brain networks and dynamics in the human brain with much coarser resolution. Optogenetics-based methods inch toward my dream method. I almost envy the new generations entering the field at this time, except that I have had too good a time in my own meanderings.
The Cell Symposium that you are speaking at this year covers talks from cell biology to cognition and from animal models to human neuroscience. How do you view the level of crosstalk between these disciplines, and how can they profit or learn from each other? Neuroscience is integrative in its very essence. It is a rare case of a successful confluence of multiple disciplines into a unitary field. The importance of integrating understanding across levels of organization is a prevalent mantra. Achieving this ideal, however, is far from trivial. It is much easier to toil away within a given level of organization, with its methods, vocabulary, and scientific community. Some domains of inquiry-for example, the fields of attention and memory-are characterized by excellent research along multiple levels of organization, with some difficult and important cross-level stitching starting to take place.
It is also worth recognizing that neuroscience, like any other human activity, is a social and political endeavor. Often, groups of scientists working at a given level of organization or using a given methodological approach will create prejudices or stereotypes against groups at other levels or approaches. In contrast to the real scientific challenges of moving between fields, we could certainly do without these additional social-political impediments. Bringing scientists with different expertise together and creating a community of mutual respect and cooperation will be essential to deliver the full promise of neuroscience.
What motivated you to become a scientist? I have recently described the personal circumstances that motivated me to become a scientist (http://www.ohbmbrain mappingblog.com/blog/qa-with-kia-nobreohbm-2017-keynote-series).
Do you have a favorite anecdote from doing science that you'd like to share (perhaps a key discovery moment)? Some of my fondest scientific memories come from my late graduate school years with Greg McCarthy at Yale, when we were experimenting with the promising new method of fMRI. Shimming back then meant two highly talented physicists literally doing calculations on the back of an envelope to adjust the gradients of the scanner to improve the quality of the one brain slice we would image in the experiment. This could take hours. The participant would lie patiently in the scanner, alone and disconnected from the operator room. When preparations were complete, the experimenter would enter the scanner room and shout out instructions and monitor the responses during task performance. One day it was my turn as the participant. I lay patiently in the bore, letting my mind drift, and wondering whether all of this was really safe. The next thing I knew I awoke with Greg shaking my legs and shouting, ''Are you all right?'' I'd fallen deeply asleep and was not easy to rouse. Greg is the quietest and shyest person I know. I can only imagine his fear of having killed me, and his agony in having to shake me awake. I often smile to myself at the MRI console these days.
Who were your key early influences? My schoolteachers were a key early influence. Here were these intelligent, energetic, encouraging, and patient women (most of my schoolteachers were women) who unveiled, piece by piece, the workings of life, the structure of matter, the magic of numbers. I still remember one day when during a business-as-usual biology lesson on protein synthesis, my teacher stopped, looked up into nothing in particular, and said out loud something like, ''Isn't it amazing? To think that all of this is taking place right now all across your body''? I can well imagine most of my friends probably thought the poor woman had really lost it this time. But I was mesmerized. I totally got it.
What's your favorite experiment? My favorite activity in the process of doing research is the creative moment of designing a new experimental task to answer a big question about human cognition. However, nothing beats the thrill of a new, unexpected discovery. In the early '90s, I was conducting intracranial recordings from individuals being assessed for epilepsy surgery. Some of the tasks I was using manipulated orthography and the semantic content and context of individual words. In the posterior portion of the inferior temporal cortex, I discovered a region that responded selectively to letter strings (as compared to various other types of visual stimuli), nearby a region that responded to faces. This finding was cool, showing higher levels of functional specialization in extra-striate cortex than might have been imagined. But the most amazing discovery occurred further along in the anterior portion of the medial temporal cortex. Here, I found a region that responded selectively to word stimuli and, furthermore, was sensitive to the semantic content and context of words. This was no subtle response, and the pattern emerged again and again when we recorded from electrodes at similar locations in other individuals. What could a language-related response be doing so far from any established language-related area in the human brain? My supervisor and I puzzled over this with colleagues. We dug up possible explanations in the object-recognition literature and in descriptions of semantic agnosia and dementia. We speculated that this region might contribute to linking word recognition to memory in the service of semantic processing. Discovering a new brain area to perform an important function was a major hallmark in those pre-MRI days, and that pioneering sense has stayed with me. By now, the anterior temporal lobe has taken an established place within the language network. I don't work on language these days, but I follow the evolving views of the anterior temporal lobe with special interest.
What advice do you find yourself giving to your students and postdocs? The first thing I tell my graduate students is that curiosity, intelligence, and hard work are only the first essential ingredients of becoming a successful scientist. Many other ingredients are required, though there is no fixed recipe: erudition, creativity, boldness, grit, determination, resilience, patience, organization, public relations, fundraising, leadership. I also stress that there is no better life than the life scientific.
Students and younger colleagues often come to me for counsel at pivotal moments. I wish I had some pragmatic and helpful self-promotion hints to give them an edge over the multitudes against whom they are competing. Instead, I can't help but return to the essentials. I feel very old-fashioned as I hear my own pieces of advice: ''Play some games if you have to, but don't compromise your science for quick gains,'' ''Be mindful of the audience to whom you are communicating, but tell your science and get them on board,'' ''Be open minded, and evolve your thinking,'' ''Learn from all sources,'' and, ultimately, ''Be yourself.'' What is your view on the role of science or neuroscience for society? More than ever, science has an important role to play in society, but somehow it has lost its street credit. Wishful thinking weighs more than evidence, and denial overcomes facts. Yet, the many perils and problems of our overcrowded planet require scientific understanding and evidence-based solutions. Many global problems ultimately stem from human decision-making and behavior. Here, our increasing understanding of human cognition and social behavior through experimental psychology and cognitive neuroscience can make particularly significant contributions. As scientists, we can also promote important values that are otherwise eroding from societyappreciation for evidence, logic, and truth, and openness toward differences, plurality, and collaboration.
Which aspect of science, your field or in general, would you wish the general public knew more about? I wish the public, the scientists, and their media middlemen were less obsessed with ''answers'' and gave more appreciation to the mysteries themselves, the ''questions.'' The satisfaction with quick answers lands us on shallow ground and undermines the marvel and depth of our science. It can lead to illogical and inadequate explanations that muddle thinking propagating as facts, often returning us to a phrenological view of our mental functions. Instead, focusing on the questions highlights science as a living and organic enterprise of continual discovery and refinement of understanding.
What do you think are the biggest problems or challenges science as a whole is facing today? Our current culture and system of incentives often works against true scientific progress and values. We celebrate the wow, flashy, unexpected, bombastic, bite-sized, digestible, pleasant morsels. Important, incremental, detailed, and predicted advances are snubbed and have to settle for publication in lower-tier journals. This can leave us with a kaleidoscopic jumble of fragments, some of which are not that reliable in the first place. Building complete and serious edifices of knowledge will require re-valuing thorough and systematic toil, as well as scholarly and cautious interpretation of findings. The tides may be turning, with the younger generations increasingly embracing open science, collaboration, and reproducibility.
What is your view on big data-gathering collaborations as opposed to hypothesis-driven research by small groups? We need both data-driven and hypothesis-driven research to make real progress. The scientific method is falling out of fashion these days, but it is still the best method we have to reach a deep and nuanced understanding of mechanisms. However, incremental hypothesis testing is only as good as the initial assumptions and ideas upon which the hypotheses rest. Undoubtedly, we are building some experimental edifices on false starts and on biased representations of findings. Data-driven approaches can shake us out of barren territories, unhelpful tangents, and stubborn misinterpretations, setting us back on track for better hypothesis-driven research. A separate issue concerns the scale of the research enterprise. Some experimental research can happily and efficiently proceed at a small scale in individual laboratories. Other problems require big data, such as longitudinal studies to identify the causes of rare neurodegenerative conditions. Rather than funding policies prescribing one size for science, they should embrace the plurality of the many types and scales of fruitful scientific projects.
Where do you see the strongest potential for progress and new breakthroughs in neuroscience? Neuroscience has the potential to transform the scientific understanding and treatment of mental disorders. In doing so, it will transform our attitudes and destigmatize mental health. Mental-health disorders pose a formidable scientific challenge. Unlike other devastating disorders, such as cancer or coronary artery disease, their primary symptoms are mental and therefore intangible and subjective. Two factors are likely to revolutionize the neuroscience of mental health: careful behavioral phenotyping and informatics. Though the primary symptoms in mental health disorders are cognitive and affective, research into causes of the disorders has often focused on molecules, genes, and various aspects of brain pathology. Psychological testing often relies on blunt or messy measures and stays in the background as a diagnostic category or a set of co-variates. Given the tremendous progress in cognitive neuroscience, it is time to bring sophisticated psychological phenotyping to the foreground of these studies. In addition to studying cognition and affect, advances in information technology enable us to measure the natural patterns of individuals' behavior in everyday life-their mobility, degree and quality of communication, contact with social groups, etc. Big data and our immense computational potential are also likely to reveal how various genetic and lifestyle measures interact to adversely affect the fine balance in large-scale brain networks. It is only by linking cognition, affect, and behavior to patterns of brain pathology and molecular markers that we will understand how various risk factors combine to compromise mental health in the individual. By developing a systematic mapping between factors at these different levels, it should ultimately be possible to develop much more effective evidence-based treatments.
What question keeps you awake at night? The scientific question that keeps me awake is about extracting meaning from flux. I'm interested in the proactive and dynamic orchestration of perception and cognition. In my research I have shown how our goals and memories influence perception, and how we can continue to prioritize and select elements within our working memory. But there is a deeper puzzle that makes my head spin. External energy and brain activity do not come in pre-packaged quanta of time. Electrical signals are continuously moving through the distributed networks of the brain, forward and backward at different timescales, constantly being transformed and integrated. From this ever-changing flow, which moments come to be stitched together into meaningful information and mental experience? Which get preserved through plasticity to change future experiences? I consider some quantal theories of perception and the proposals that oscillations may contribute to parcellating perception. But these effects are too subtle and so easily reset . and on and on until I sleep.
If you could ask an omniscient higher being one scientific question, what would it be and why? I am not sure I would be a scientist if I believed in the existence of an omniscient higher being. But something must have attracted me to this question, so here it is: Dear Omniscient One, am I wasting my time trying to understand mental experience by studying the brain?
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